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Abstract : The new communication technologies have gradually improved its efficiency in all fields of life and made its
presence irreplaceable. These technologies which appear in every aspect of life differently showed itself during the failed coup
attempt in Turkey too. The evening of July 15, 2016, have already taken its place in the Turkish political history. In the evening
of July 15, Turkish nation confronted to a coup attempted by a group within the Turkish Armed Forces. That evening, the scene
of the confrontation between the coup attempters and the resisting civilians were watched minute-by-minute by the people
using the new communication technologies. Pro-coup soldiers and the resisting groups that came face to face in the streets of
metropolitan cities, made their in-group communications by using new media tools very actively. New media turned into the
most important weapon both for coup plotters and for those who resisted. In the morning of next day, whoever used these tools
better had the upper hand. The civilians were successful in protecting democracy not only by resisting against tanks and
bullets but also by following the internet, organising in social media, sharing information-photos on the net and telling large
masses their experiences through these technologies. In this study, we focused on and analysed the use of new media both by
coup soldiers and resisting civilians during the failed coup attempt in July 15. Within the scope of this study, coup attempt
news that took place in printed media within one week were examined; the information about the use of new media tools
during the night of failed coup were compiled; and it was determined how, to what extend and what for these tools were used
and how effective they were.
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